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Suppose given a pair of objects, s and t, of a category C, and a subset Q of tthe set 
C(s, t) of arrows in C from s to t. This paper elucidates properties of the con- 
struction* of the category Co of Q-structures. Here a Q-structure is a system 
(ar, m, A), where m cob(C), a! c C(s, m), and A c C(m, t) are to satisfy 
AoncQ, (1) 
it is impossible to add further morphisms to A or to o? 
without invalidating condition (l), (2) 
while the Co-morphisms from m = (a, m,, A) to n = (p, n, B) are those syst;=ms 
(m, Q, n) where Q is a C-morphism m + n for which 
The composition is that of C. 
Here is one motivating example: Let C = Set, s = t = the set of real numbers, 
Q = the set of polynomials of degree -=C 1. Then: the category of real affine spaces and 
affine maps is equivalent o the full subcategory of Co consisting of those Q- 
structures (a, m, A) for which 
A separates points on m, and (4) 
each two points of m are contained in the image of a 
function in a. 
(9 
The proof of this will appear in Section 3 along with numerous other examples. 
Section 4 is devoted to a theorem on the existence of limits and colimits (Theorem l), 
* This type of constrvxtion was used by the late Hans R&dstriim in unpublished works on infinitely 
differentiable functions. 
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an embedding theorem and its dual (Theorem 2, 3) and a characterization of split 
monies and split epis (Theorem 4). 
We begin, however, in Section 2 with some technical remarks. 
2. General observations 
Consider a category C, two objects s and t9 and a subset Q of C(s, t). For each 
m E oh(C) define two operators t and i whose domains are the set of subsets 
A c C(m, t) and a! c C(s, m) respectively: 
A! is the subset of C(s, m) maximal with the property A *AZ G Q, and 
CY~ is the subset of C(nt, t) maximal with the property CY~ 0QI s Q. 
When there is no room for misunderstanding, we use the same notation ‘, for both 
operators. 
It is easy to verify that these operators are a Galois connection between C(s, m) 
and C(m, t) for each EZ fob: 
Proposition 1. (1) afar C p, then cy” 2 PO, 
(2) 
00 
a! 2cu, 
(3) cxooo = (YO, 
and furthermore 
(5) A * cy c Q is equivalent to each of the following A G a0 and ac c A’. 
A choice of cy E C(s, m) and A c C(m, t) such that A * QI cz Q, (Y” = a! and Aoo = A 
(or equivalently A0 = a and MO = A) defines a Q-structure, as mentioned in the 
introduction. 
A Q-structure ((w, m, A) is said to be separated if, given q f: 9 in C(n, m) (n 
arbitrary), there is a morphism f E A such that f * q # f * @, (compare condition (4) of 
Section 1). Dually if, given f # g in C(m, n), there is a morphism q E cy such that 
f 0 q # g 0 q, the Q-structure is said to be co-separated. 
According to the symmetry of the definition ((u, m, A) is a Q-structure if and only if 
(A Op, mop, sop) is a QoP-structure. 
Starting with an arbitrary set A c C(m, t) the system (A’, m, A”) is a Q-structure, 
dually (CZ O”, m, CU*) :is always a Q-structure. In particular this is the case for the 
systems Rm = (C(m, t)‘, m, C(m, t)) and Lm = (C(s, m), m, C(s, m)‘) for all m E 
oh(C). Defining R and L on the arrows Q E C(m, n) by Rrp = (Rm, Q, Rn) and 
Lq = (Lrrt, tp, Ln) we obtain that R and L are functors C + CQ which are right and 
left adjoints respectively for the forgetful functor F: Co + C (F being defined by 
F(a, m, A) = m on objects and F( Q on arrows). This forgetful functor is 
obviously faithful and surjective o 
The systems  = ( -structures (note that 
0: contain the unit morphisms C(t, t) respectively), throughout we 
use the same notation for them. 
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osition 2. If = (ar, m, A) is a Q-structure, then 
end A = F(Q(rn, 
the one A 0 0 QF Q thus E F(Q(s, 
for homcJm, On the hand; A F( 
since contains the morphism, A F(Q(s, m)) C_ Q, hence F(Q(s, m)) E CL 
The statement about A is dual. 
Note that, as a special case we obtain Q = F(Q(s, t)) and furthermore ar 0 Qz = LY 
and Qz 0 A = A. The last relations express a kind of symmetry of the left and right 
morphism sets of a Q-structure - they are invariant under compositions with the 
endomorphisms on s and t respectively. 
3. Examples 
(1) TakeC=Set,s=(0,1,2 ,..., a}, t = (0, 1). Regard s as the underlying set of 
the topological space defined by u G s open e either 00 ti u or s - u is finite. Regard t 
as the underlying set of the Sierpinski space, i.e. the space in which (0) is open but { 1) 
is not. Define Q G C(s, t) to be the set of continuous maps s + t. 
If m is any topological space, it is easily seen that continuous maps m + t 
correspond to open subsets of m, and continuous maps s + m to convergent 
sequences in m (with their limits). We say that a topology on m is sequentially 
generated if it satisfies the following condition: 
For every subset o G m, and every x E 6, there exists a sequence {cpn} c v such that 
$Gl-,X. 
(It is not hard to show that sequentially generated spaces form a coreflective 
subcategory of all topological spaces, which includes all first countable spaces - and 
hence all metric spaces.) 
Now, if m is a sequentially generated space, define a! to be the set of continuous 
maps s + m and A to be the set of continuous maps m + t, Then (cy, m, A) is a 
Q-structure and the Co-morphisms between sulch Q-sty uctures are the continuous 
maps between the corresponding topological spaces (t.hc proof is straightforward). 
Conversely every Q-structure arises in this way, for if we define U = (f’(0); f E A} c 
Pm, then by the maximality of A we have: u E U e for 6 very Ip E cy ; either q(a) & u 
or u contains some tail of the sequence {cpn}. From this ! ’ is e,asily seen that I/ is a 
topology on m ; to see that it is sequentially generated, let v C_ nr and let x E m be such 
that no sequence in v tends to x. Then the set u =: {y E m ; ns, sequence in v tends to y} 
is open, for if y E u and {rp,,} is a sequence in m -u tending to y, we can choose a 
sequence {&) in v tending to (Pi for each n, and then the dia;gonal sequence {$J,~~} 
tends to y, yielding a contradiction. So x & 0. 
ence the category CO is equivalent to the category of sequentially generated 
topological spaces and continuous maps. Note ;Blso thar se 
to the Z&axiom. 
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(2) Take C = et, s = t = (0, l}. Regard s and t as the underlying set of the ordered 
set 0 + 1. Q the 
A {order- 
preserving m + Then (a, m, A) is a Q-structure; and the Ca-morphisms 
correspond to the order-preserving maps between the underlying preordered sets. 
The only nontrivial part is to show the maximality of cy. Suppose cp E C(s, m) - ar 
then cp(O)Bcp(l). Define a mapf:m+t byf(x)=l if xacp(O) and =0 otherwise. 
Then it is easily checked that f is order-preserving, and fo q ti Q. 
Conversely, every Q-structure arises in this way, for if (cu, m, A) is a Q-structure 
and we define p = {(q(O), ~(1)); Q E a} s m X m, then by maximality of cy, (x, y) E 
p ef(x) <f(y) for every f~ A. Now the order-relation on t is reflexive and tran- 
sitive, from which we deduce that p is too, i.e. it is a preorder on m. Hence the 
category Ccl is equivalent to the category of preordered sets and order-preserving 
maps. 
Note also that the separated Q-structures are precisely the partially ordered sets, 
and that the separated Q-structures for which each two points of m are contained in 
the image of a function on cy, are precisely the totally ordered sets. 
(3) Take C = Part (the category of sets and partial maps), s= t = R, = the set of 
non-negative r al numbers. Regard R, as a metric space, the metric defined by the 
usual norm on the reals. Let Q be the set of contractions s + t defined on subsets of s. 
By a partial pseudo-metric space we mean a set m and a function d: m x m + 
R, v {+w?, dom d = m x m, such that d(x, y) = d( y, x), d(x, x) = 0 and d(x, y) s 
d (x, z) + d(t, y ) for all x, y and z E m. A contraction between such spaces m and n is a 
map f: m + n defined on a subset of m such that d, (f (x), f(y)) 6 dm(x, y). 
Now, if m is a partial pseudo-metric space, and CY and A are the contractions 
R+ + m and m + R+ respectively, then (a, m, A) is a Q-structure; suppose that f~ CY’ 
and x and y E m. If d(x, y) = +a, then clearly If(x) -f(y)1 c d(x, y), if 0 c d(x, y) = 
a C+oO take ~Ear:rp(O)=x, cp(a)=y, domcp=(O,EX}, then If(x)-f(y)I= 
IfodWf~cP(a)l~a= d(x, y) and if d(x, y) = 0 take for every E > 0, Q= E 
Q! : Q,(O) = x, Q,(E) = Y, dam Q~ = (0, E}, then If(x) -f(y)1 s E, hence If(x) -f(y)1 = 
d(x, y). Thus fE A. 
Suppose on the other hand II/ E A’. Note that for each k E R+ and each x E m the 
map: fx.k(y) = d(x, y) if d(x, y) c -too and else = k, is in A. Hence if #(a) =x and 
e(6) = y then d(x, y) c +OO (otherwise la -bla )fx,k(x)--f,&y)I = k for all k E R+ 
which is impossible) and hence la - bla (f&(x) -&(y)l = d(x, y) = d@(a), e(b)), 
thus i,+ Ecy. 
The morphisms between such Q-structures correspond to the contractions 
between the underlyi partial metric spaces. 
Conversely, every -structure arises in the way descri 
partial pseudo-metric on m by d(x, y) = sup If(x) -f(y)l, f~ 
are prlecisely the contractions 
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Note also that a Q-structure satisfies property (5) if and only if d is a pseudo- 
metric. (Since the distance in t = R+ always is finite, the same thing has to be true in m. 
if the Q-structure (a, m, A) satisfies property (5). Conversely, if d(x, y) < +OO for all 
x and y in m, then x and y obviously are contained in the image of the map cp E Q! as 
defined above, hence property (5) is satisfied.) Moreover separatedness in Co is’ 
equivalent o the axiom: d(~, y) = 0 + x = y. Hence, the category of metric spaces 
and contractions defined on subsets is equivalent to the full subcategory (of Co) of 
the separated Q-structures atisfying (5). 
(4) Take again C = Set and consider a category Alg, of algebraic systems of type 
r = (0, E) - here 0 denotes the set of operators of the system and E the set of its 
identities. (The terminology is that of fl].) Assume that Alg, has a cogenerating 
object and an operator of arity O.* Assume also that the arities of the operators of the 
system are <N (a countable cardinal). Take for s the underlying set of the free 
algebra generated by N elements and for t the underlying set of a cogenerating 
object. Define Q = Alg,(s, t)t and take for each algebra m in Alg, LY and A the set of 
Alg,-morphisms :F + m and m + t respectively. 
Then it is easily checked that (cw, m, A) is a Q-structure and that the Q-morphisms 
between such Q-structures correspond to the Alg,-morphisms between the under- 
lying algebras. Moreover each such Q-structure is separated and satisfies: 
m is nonempty and each subset of m containing at most 
N points is contained in the image of a function in CY. (6) 
Conversely, every separated Q-structure (ar, m, A) which also satisfies (6) arises in 
this way: Define an action IW of 0 on m by w&ml,. . . , m,)=yP(a&, . . . , s,)) 
where o E 0, rt is the arity of w, S is the action on the algebra s, and cp E cy 
such that mi = q(si). Then if f E A and if T is the: action on the algebra t, 
Phfh,. l l 9 m,)) =focp~4~1, . . . , S,) = W(f 'Qh), l . . , f "Qhd 
= w-(fh, . . . y f(mA). 
Since A separates points on m the definition of o 1M is independent ofthe very choice 
of cp. The separation property also forces the action M to satisfy the identities E of 
Alg,. Hence M makes m an object of Alg, a = Alg, (s, m ) and A = AlgJ m, t). 
This example applies e.g. to the category of abelian groups and homomorphisms - 
the rational circle group is a cogenerator, and to the category of linear spaces and 
linear maps over some field F, here F is a cogenerator. 
(5) Take C = et and*consider the category of linear spaces over some field F and 
their afine maps. Take s = t = the set underlying, F. Define Q to be the set of a&e 
maps F + F and take for each F-linear space a! and A the set of affine maps F + m 
* This last assumption is not essential and added only to awid some trivial discussions about the empty 
set. 
t We use the same symbol for the algebra and its underlying set. 
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and m + F respectively. Then (ar, m, A) is a Q-structure and the Q-morphisms 
between such Q-structures correspond to the affine maps between the underlying 
linear spaces. (The proof is straightforward). Furthertnore ach such Q-structure is 
separated and satisfies: 
m is nonempty and each two points of m are containcJ 
in the image of a function in QI. (5) 
Conversely, every separated Q-structure which also satisfies (5) arises in this way: 
Choose some point o E m (the origin). Consider A0 = (f E A; j(o) = 0). Since for each 
g E A, f(x) = g(x) -g(o) is a function in Ao, A0 separates points on m too. Moreover 
A0 is an F-linear function space and thus induces an F-linear structure on m 
provided that for each a, b G m and A E F there are points c (= Au) and d (= Q + b) in 
m such that f(c) = hf(a) and f(d) = f(u) +f(b) for eavery fe Ao. This is guaranteed 
by the property (5); if rg and $ E (Y are such that q(q) = o, rp&) = u and #(So) = a, 
$(sd) = b then, as is easily seen, c = q(hsz + (1 - A)sl) and d = 2q& +$s,) will do. 
Moreover ar and A are the sets of afine maps: F + m and m +F respectively. 
(6) Again choose C = Set but s = t = .R (the reals). Define Q to be the set of affine 
contractions pi + R, (i.e, the maps s + us + b, u and b E R, Ial s 1). If m is (the 
underlying set of) a normed real linear space and cu and A the sets of affine 
contractions R + m and m + R respectively, then (ar, m, A) is a Q-structure which is 
separated and satisfies condition (5). 
The proof of the maximality of A is straightforward. To see the maximality of a! 
note that Q E C(R, m) is an affine map if f * tp E Q for all f E A and that by the 
Hahn-Banach theorem, to each line in a normed real linear space there is an affine 
contraction which is norm-preserving on the line, (consider aprojection on the line 
along a hyperplane conjugate to the line). Hence, if f is such an affine contraction 
corresponding tothe image of cp (which we assume is a line - if cp is a constant i is of 
course a contraction), we have: 
lQ(SI)-- Q(S2)I = If * q+l) -f * Q(Sa)l s ISI -szl, i.e. q E cy. 
Moreover it is easily seen that the Q-morphisms between such Q-structures 
correspond to the affine contractions between the normed linear spaces involved. 
Conversely, every separated Q-structure (cw, m, A) satisfying (5) arises in this way; 
arguments imilar to those in Example 5 show that m can be considered as an 
R-linear space such that cy and A are affine maps (not all in this case). Moreover 
1x1= sup 1 f(x) - f(O)l, f E A, where 0 denotes the zero in m, is a norm on m. (This can 
be seen by arguments similar to those in Example 3). Furthermore cx and A are 
contractions related to this norm and thus by maximality they are all affine contrac- 
tions R + m and m + R respectively. 
ly we m.ention two examples which show that the category of analytic 
manifolds and analytic functions and the category of differential manifolds and 
diffecmorphisms are full subcategories of certain Co-categories. We do not know 
any characterization f these subcategories such as those of the Examples 4-6. 
j 
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(7) Take C = Part (the category of sets and partial maps), s = t = K (the complex 
plane). Let Q be the set of complex-valued analytic functions defined on open 
subsets of K. If py1 is (the underlying set of) an analytic manifold, cy c art (K, m) and 
(m, K) the analytic functions defined on open sets, then (cu, m, A) is a 
Q-structure and the Q-morphisms between such Q-structures are the analytic 
functions between the manifolds involved. The only nontrivial part is to show the 
maximality of A.; this, however, is a consequence of Hartogs theorem (see e.g. [2]). 
(8) Take again C = Part but s = t = R. Let Q = C”(R, R) be the set of infinitely 
differentiable real-valued functions defined on open subsets of R. If m is (the 
underlying set of) a differentiable manifold, cy c Part (R, m) and A c Part (m, R) the 
differentiable functions defined on open sets, then (a, m, A) is a Q-structure and the 
Q-morphisms between such Q-structures are the diffeomorphisms between the 
underlying manifolds. Again the only nontrivial part is to show the maximality of A. 
This is a consequence of the following theorem, a proof off which can be found in [3]: 
If U is an open set of a Eucliidean space and f a real-valued function 
on U such that f 0 Q E C”(R, R) for each q E C”(R, U), 
then f f C”(U, R). 
4. Some general theorems 
4.1. Limits and colimits 
Proposition 3. If mi = ( q, mj, Ai), j E J, is a family of Q-structures and if for each 
j E .I, q,~ C(m, mi) and a! c C(s, m) is maximal with respect to the property 
then (Y = nj,, (Ai Q w~)O, the system m = (ar, m, cy”) is a Q+tructure and the systems 
(m, vi, mj) are Q-morphisms. 
Proof. On the one hand, for each j E .I : Ai Q vj 0 cy G Ai 0 aj E Q, thus CY’ 2 
U+J (Ai 0 vi) and, by Proposition E( 1) and l(4), aoo c: r&J (Ai 0 vi)‘. On the other 
hand, for each j E J: Q 2 Aj 0 ~j 0 (Aj 0 rri)o hence 7~i 0(Aj 0 vi)’ G oj or a 2 
njpJ (Ai 0 *j)O. Since cyQo 2 cy we have CY = (Tjcr (Ai 0 rj)“= LY”. The rest of the 
proposition is an immediate consequence of this relation. 
We call the Q-structure m in Proposition 3 the Q-str:ucture induced on (in the dual 
situation projected on) m by the cone m L mj, and the Q-structures mi, j E J. 
. The forget@ functor F: Ca -+ C creates limits a,nd colimits. 
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Suppose given a functor G: J + CQ and given m E ob C such that m = 
G with limiting cone K: 
m Amj=FGj, jE0b.K 
Consider the Q-structure = (a, m, A) induced on m by K rind the Q-structures 
j = Gj, j E ob .L Consider also an arbitrary cone k II --% mj$ j E ob J, in Co with 
vertex n = (@, ~1, B) and base G. Applying the functor F to A we obtain a cone A = F 
in C to which, due to the universality of K, there is a unique r E C(n, m) such that 
mj = sj * T for all i E ob J. The system (n, 7, m) is a Q-morphism for, since (n, uj, mj) 
are Q-morphisms, 
Aj*~j*~*p=Aj*uj*p~Q foral1iEob.K 
Hence, by Proposition 3, VP s nj,J(Aj * vi)* = a! or A * T o/3 s Q. I%US m = & G 
with limiting cone K: m 2 , i E ob J. Finally yc is unique with the property K = FK 
(note that if K = h then m = n and T = l,, hence K is identical with )c). Thus F creates 
limits. 
The colimit case is dual. 
4.2. An embedding theorem and its dual 
If (ml, cp, mz) is a monomorphism in C0 and A 1 = Aa * Q, ml is called a substructure 
2 (the dual situation is called quotient structure). 
Thus if C = Set or and ml is a substructure ofm2, ml might be considered as a 
subset of m2, each function of A1 is the restriction of one in A2 and each function in 
cy2 whose range is included in ml belongs to cy1 too. 
In Example 1 the concept of substructure coincides with the concept of subspace. 
The situation is similar in the Examples 3-8; if ml and m2 correspond to algebras, 
affine spaces etc. then the concept of substructure is that of subalgebra, afhne 
subspace tc. 
. If Co has all powers of t = (Q, t, QE), then a Q-structure m = (a, m, A) is 
separated if and only if it is isomorphic to a substructure of a power of t. 
Note that Co has all powers if C has. 
n, B) be the A-fold power of t with projections n zt, 
) are Q-morphisms, hence there is a unique Q- 
* u = f. Consequently B 0 u = A; moreover the C- 
morphism u ii manic, for if p # # are distinct C-morphisms with codomain m the 
with f*Q#f*rb; ence 7rf*u*p# 
s proves the “only i see the “if” pa 
and that powers a uctures of separate 
-structures are separate 
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Applied to Example 1 this theorem becomes (the restriction to the sequentially 
generated spaces) awell-known embedding theorem for Z&spaces [4]. 
Applied to Example 5 the embedding theorem tells that each separated Q- 
structure is isomorphic to a substructure of the power (Q, R, Q)A. From its very 
construction it follows that this power corresponds to the Ath power of R in the 
category of affine spaces and a&e maps. (This is not true for all types of limits and 
colimits). Thus, up to isomorphisms, each separated Q-structure is an u&e Q- 
structure: a Q-structure (a, rn, A), where m is a subset of an affine space L, (Y the 
affine maps Q: R + L with imp ,C m, A the restrictions to m of the affine maps L -) R. 
(Note that not every subset of L will serve as an underlying set of such a Q-structure). 
Moreover, for such Q-structures m and n Q(m, n) correspond to the maps in C(m, n) 
which are the restrictions to m of affine maps between the affine spaces of which m 
and n are subsets. This also again gives the result mentioned in Example 5: the 
category of affine spaces and affine maps is equivalent to the category of separated 
Seto-structures, Q being the set of affine maps R -+ R, satisfying (5). 
The next theorem is a modification of (the dual of) Theorem 2 for special 
Co-categories. 
Theorem 3. Assume the category CQ has a generator e such that to every Q-structure 
m = (a, m, A) there is a morphism K,,, E C(m, e)l wjhich is left inverse to all morphisms in
FQ(e, m); then every Q-structure is isomorl)hic to a colimit of copies of e and 
s = (Qf, s, Q). 
When C has a terminal object e, which also iis ZI generator (e.g. the one-point-set in 
C = Set) and Q contains all morphisms in C(s, t) which can be factored through e 
(the “constants”), then K,,, = the morphism in C(m, e) and e = (K~, e, C(e, t)) (the 
“one-point structure”) satisfies the assumption of Theorem 3. Hence we have the: 
following corollary: 
If C = Set and Q contains all constants of C(s, t), then every 
Q-structure is isomorphic to a colimit of copies of the one-point 
structure and copies of s. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let J be the category with the morphisms in Q(e, m) and 
Q(s, m) as objects. Beside the identity arrows the arrows of j are the diagrams T in 
co: 
’ being q and + respectively. e a 
s each object of J on its domain structure and each 
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non-identity arrow T on the morphism r E Q(e, s) in the diagram T. Then m = &k G 
with limiting cone: 
For if 
T = GTE Q(e, s), 
is a cone from the base G to the vertex n = (p, n, B) take u = #’ * K, E C(m, n). Then 
UO~~~‘O&,O$C= $‘*le=#‘ and U*Q*T= u*~=~‘=Q‘*T. Since e is a 
generator u is unique with the property u 0 9 = $’ for all @ E Q(e, m) and further 
u 0 cp = Q’ or u 0 a! c_ p. Thus u is a Q-morphism and a universal arrow from the 
second cone to the first. 
4.3. Monomorphisms and epimorphisms 
We now prove a theorem characterizing those subobjects (n, Q, m) in Co for which 
Q is a split monomorphism in C Note that in the category Part every monomorphism 
is split, and in Set a monomorphism is split provided its domain is nonempty; so in 
these cases the theorem will enatle us to characterize all the subobjects (resp. all the 
nonempty subobjects) ofa given Q-structure. The dual theorem will similarly enable 
us to characterize quotient objects in Set0 and Part0 provided we assume the axiom 
of choice. 
Let = (cu, m, A) be a Q-structure. By a normalpair in m, we mean a pair (7, Q), 
where Q is a subobject of m in C and y is a subset of a satisfying y = (p E yoo; p 
factors through Q). We say that the normal pair is split if q is a split monomorphism in 
c. Similarly, we say a subobject (n, Q, ) in co is split if Q is split mono in C - this 
need not mean that Q is split mono in &. 
be a Q-structure in C. Then there is a bijection between split normal 
t subobjects of 
) and let ICI be a left 
-morphism. Then 
with the property 
(y, Q) is a split normal pair. 
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(ii) COnverSely, let (y, Q) be a split normal pair, # a left inverse for (9. 
n = (B’, n, B) the Q-structure projected on FZ by the Q-structure (yoo, m, y”) and $ 
(recall Proposition 3) - i.e. B = y”o 9. Then B” is maximal with Q ZB 0 B” = 
y” 0 (p 0 &) and h e maximal with Q 0 B” E yoo or, since (y, Q) is normal, Q 0 B” =t 
y. Thus y z Q! and ) is a Q-morphism. 
(iii) To see that the constructions (i) and (ii) are inverse, we need only observe that, 
ono, the set p for given y is uniquely determined by the relation y = Q 0 @. 
In case oif C = Set, we have a canonical representative ffor each isomorphism class 
of subobjects of m in C; namely that for which Q is actually an inclusion. Thus, up to 
isomorphism, we obtain all split normal pairs in m l(and hence all nonempty 
subobjects of m) by taking pairs (y, e), where e is a nonempty subset of m and y is a 
subset of cy such that y = (p E yoo; im p s e}. Dually, a split conormal pair can be 
regarded as a pair (G, E), where E is an equivalence relation on m and G a subset of 
B satisfying G = {f E Go’; f is constant on each E-equivalence class}. Similar 
remarks apply to Part. 
In Example 1 the normal pairs (y, e) of a Q-structure m = (cu, m, A) correspond to 
a subset e of m and a set of convergent sequences in e with a topology finer tha.n the 
subspace topology. Dually, the conormal pairs (G, E) correspond to an equivalence 
re1ation.E on m and a topology (defined by G) on m coarser than that of m and such 
that each E-equivalence class is open. 
In Example 3, when restricted to the case when Alg., hals a zero-object, the dual of 
Theorem 4 tells that a subalgebra F-Z of a given algebra m lwill serve as a kernel for an 
epimorphism: m + some algebra if and only if, with G = (1’ E Alg,(m, t); f(n) = 0) and 
E the equivalence relation generated on m by E, (G, JZ) is a conormal pair. 
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